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RAMONA-4B code is currently under development for 
simulating thermal hydraulic instabilities that can occur in 
Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) and the Simplified Boiling 
Water Reactor (SBWR). As one of the missions of RAMONA- 
4B is to simulate SBWR startup transients, where geysering or 
condensation-induced instability may be encountered, the code 
needs to be assessed for this application. This paper outlines the 
results of the assessments of the current version of RAMONA- 
4B and the modifications necessary for simulating the geysering 
or condensation-induced instability. The test selected for 
assessment are the geysering tests performed by Prof. Aritomi 
(1  993). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The current Light Water Reactors achieve shutdown 
through active safety systems. Passive safety systems have been 
proposed for advanced designs to enhance the reliability of safety 
functions. The natural circulation Simplified Boiling Water 
Reactor (SBWR) by General Electric has been proposed as one 
such concept. Because natural circulation systems require 
power to initiate the natural circulation through void generation, 
thereby coupling the flow to the power, thermal hydraulic 
instabilities have been experienced under low pressure 
conditions, in such systems. If such instabilities were to 
transpire in the natural circulation SBWR during startup, the 
startup operations would experience difficulties because void 
fraction fluctuations in the reactor core would lead to power 
oscillations due to strong void reactivity feedback in the core. 
Therefore, it is deemed necessary to investigate and understand 
properly the thermal hydraulic instabilities during startup. 

. Recently, some concerns have been raised about the 
possibility of geysering or condensation-induced instability 
during startup from low pressure and low flow conditions in a 
natural circulation plant like the SBWR (Aritomi, 1992). 
Aritomi (1990, 1991, 1992, 1993) and Chiang (1992) have 
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conducted extensive research in the area of geysering under 
natural circulation. In addition, F. Ineda and Y. Yasuo ( I  992) 
and Masuhara, et. al. (1 993) have also performed small scale 
experiments to demonstrate this phenomenon. These 
experiments illustrated that the geysering-mode oscillations 
could occur at low pressures and low flows under certain thermal 
hydraulic conditions. Aritomi, et. al. (1 992) explained the 
driving mechanism of geysering as follows: when voids are 
generated in a heated channel, a large slug of bubble forms, 
which grows due to decrease in hydrostatic pressure head as it 
moves toward the exit. The vapor then mixes with the liquid in 
the subcooled riser or upper plenum and is condensed there. 
Due to the bubble collapse and subsequent decrease in pressure, 
the subcooled liquid reenters the channel and restores the non- 
boiling condition. Tllis process repeats periodically causing flow 
oscillations. It is evident then that bubble formation, growth, and 
collapse phenomena are of importance to the geysering 
instability. 

1.1 Objective 

The objective of this assessment is to determine the 
following: 
(1) Whether the RAMONA methodology can siiiiiilate the 
geysering-type or condensation-induced instability encountered 
during startup in natural circulation systems. 
(2) If not, what modifications are needed to qualitatively 
reproduce the instability. 

2.0 RAMONA-lB METHODOLOGY 

The RAMONA-4B code is dcsigned to predict thc three- 
dmensiond neutron kinetics paramcters in the reactor core, thc 
thermal hydraulic parameters in the pressure vessel, and the 
recirculation loops and stcam lines of SBWR's as it operates 
under steady-state or transient conditions. It uses 
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tt~1tihoniogeneous. nonequilibrium two-phase flow formulation. 
The driit tlux model is to obtain the relationship between 
thc phasic velocities. The void, moderator and Doppler 
rcactivify f d a c k s  are used to couple the neutronics to the core 
thermal hydraulic calculations. In the analysis of the SBWR, this 
fcature is essential, since the buoyancy-induced core flow rate is 
strongly coupled to core thermal power. Flow increases as 
p w e r  is increased in the core. Stability limits are expressed by 
hc  power-to-flow ratio in the core. 

The W O N A - 4 B  code strength is the computational 
s p x d  without compromising the accuracy. Assumption of a 
single system pressure and momentum integral approach leads 
ti1 hrnefits such as computational speed enhancement. However, 
these same assumptions also place some limitations on tlie 
cspahility of the code to model geysering instability. Among the 
important assumptions is the single system pressure for all 
tlicnno-physical property calculations. This assumption also 
iicrmits the integration of the momentum equation separately 
liun the mass and energy equations since it etrrctively decouples 
tlie balance equations. A brief description of RAMONA-4B is 
given in Appendix A. 

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF TEST 

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of Aritomi's test 
loop (Chiang, 1992). The loop is operated at atmospheric 
conditions with water as the test fluid. Heat fluxes up to 800 
kW/m'were utilized in these experiments. Based on heater rod 
gcomotry and a heat flux of 100 bv/m2, total power is 3.762 h v .  
I his represents the heat flux upper limit where the goysering 
instability was observed (Chiang, 1992). Figure 2 is an 
illustration of the heated tist section with the dimensions 
(Chiaig, 1992). The test section consists of two parallel 
channels, each with a central heater rod between the inlet and 
tiutlet plena. Total flow rate was measured by an orifice 
Ilowmeter. Circulating fluid temperature was regulated by 
precoolers and preheaters installed in a separator tank. Steam 
generated in the test section \vas condensed in a condenser 
attached in the separator. Each channel consisted o f a  heater, 
two electrodes, and an orifice flowmeter for measuring Ilow 
ciscillations. Differential pressures between the inlet and outlet 
plenums and between the plenums and steam separator were 
measured with differential pressure transducers and recorded 
with a transient digital recorder. Temperatures in tlie inlet 
~~ lenum and separator were measured with another digital 
morder. Tests were run at natural circulation conditions with 
constant inlet velocity- For natural circulation tests, the !low 
i i i ~ ~ e a s e d  as the power increased. Figure 3 depicts the transient 
plicnomenon in four steps as shown (Aritomi. .I 993). The output 
csperimental data showii highlights the oscillatory behavior of 
gcysering. These experiments illustrated the thermal hydraulic 
[catures ofgeyseMg and they are: 
( I )  Flow oscillations appear with a phase difference of 1 SO 
dcyees between the two chmels.  
(2) Flow reversal occurs in turn in both channels. 

.. 
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(3) Frcquency of the natural circulation flow oscillation is 
twice the tlow oscillation in each channel. 

Rrqukmcnts for geysering at statup include subcooled 
boiling .and low pressure conditions, subcooled liquid in the 
upper plenum. and large huhhles or voids in the pnrallcl 
channels. Although oscillations have been demonstrated in these 
experiments. the hvo reccnt startups of the Dodewaard reactor 
during 1992 did not exhibit any instability according to Nissen 
(1 992). However, there are sufficient differences between the 
laboratory experiments and the Dodewaard reactor that results 
and conclusions from the experimental tests can not be made 
directly applicable to the SBWR design. Geysering appearing 
in parallel channels under natural circulation conditions is not as 
well understood as the density-wave oscillation instability. 
Sullicient basic design infomiation is not avoilahle to prcvcnt i t  
from occurring. 

-1.0 i\IODELLDVG WITH RAhlONA-tB CODE 

' 

The objective of the asscssment of the RAMONA-4B 
code for geysering prediction is to validate whether or not the 
code in its currcnt vcrsion has thc capability to prcdict the 
geysaing instability at startup. Thc basis of the assessincnt will 
be Aritomi's eqmimrntal tcst sctup as shown in Figurcs 1 & 2. 
The computational results fiom RAMONA4B will be compared 
from documented data of Aritomi's test to assess the code 
capability. 

RAMONA-4B has bccn uscd to model Aritonii's tcst 
(1 993). Figure 4 is a schematic of the nodalization for the test 
facility loop for Antomi's esperinieiit ( 1  993). The input modcl 
consists of a total of7S nodes and contains two heatcd parallcl 
channels connccted to inlet and outlct plenums. Tlic model also 
includes a downcomer section which completes the !low loop. 
Table I shows the geometric parameters and nodalization 
scheme of the RAMONA-4B input deck used to simulate 
Aritomi's experiment. The system pressurc is I hnr and core 

inlet temperature is 90°C. The heat flux input into the computer 
model is a step-change input initiated at the start of thc 
simulation. 

5.0 RESULTS 

Assessment of the geystring-induced instability as 
predicted by M I O N A - J B  is discusscd herc. Two scpnralc 
cases were simulated with this modcl configuration. In the first 
case, the hvo parallel channels had equal and axially uniform 
hating. The initial power \vas 1 W per channel. Pressure was 

atmospheric with a core inlet subcooling of 10 *C. In the second 
case, one ofthe channels had a slightly lower power of 0.999 W 
to create asymmetric heating betwccn the parallel channels. 
Core subcooling and pressurc conditions were identical to tho 
iirst case. 

Results 6-om the computational shiulation for the inifonn 
power distribution case revealed condensation-induced flow 
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twi l ldons  in the parallel channels. Since the channel power 
Jistributions are identical to each other respectively, this 
coiiliguralion is equivalent to a single channel model whcre the 
kitd initial heating in the channel is 2 W. Results are illustrated 
iii Fijyrcs 5 through 6. At time t = 0, the power was ramped as 
n step-change input fiom I W in each channel to 1.886 kW in 
c:ich for a total power of 3.762 kW in the test section. Total 
p w e r  in Aritomi's test was estimated from the heatcr rod 
pimetry h m  the maximum heat flu. of 100 kW/m' utilized in 
1116 esperiment Figure 5 displays channel I & channel 2 and 
lutd core flow behavior with the given power step input change. 
I:low oscillates with a period of approximately 6.5 seconds or a 
licquency of 0.15 Hz. Voids initially form at the top of the 
licated section of the channels and then propagate downward 
towards the channel inlets. Figure 6 shows the average void 
li'action for the core or two parallel channels. The limit cycle 
core average void fraction is shown to be approximately 0.19. 
'I'hc results reveal that the flow oscillations are due to the 
condensation or collapse ofvoid in the subcooled upper plenum. 
Table 2 shows evaporatiodcondensation rates in various cells of 
tlie channel and riser (where the upper plenum is situated) for 
vnrious times throughout the transient. Positive values indicate 
cvaporation whereas negative values represent condensation. 
Note, the increase in core flow at t = 4 seconds as shown in 
Figure 5. This is due to the condensation taking place at the 
cntrance of the riser as s h o m  in Table 2. Comparing the 
condmsation rate in the riser inlet cell with the esit cells of each 
ofthe heated channels, the condensation rate in the riser cell is 
considerably greater. Condensation is taking place in the esit 
cclls ofthe channels because they are unheated. However. due 
:I) the smaller thermal gass ' i~ each of these channel esit cells. 
( l i t  tanp&ature of the liquid increases at a faster rate than in the 
iscr  cells. Therefore. less condensation take place in the 
cliannel exit cells as compared to (lie riser inlet cell. The void 
collapse due to condensation in the riser cell then creates a low 
pressure situation which induces sudden increases of flow of 
subcooled liquid at the inlet of the channel. Because this riser 
ccll is shared by both channels due to the computational 
lirrmulaiion of RAMONA-4B. this effect is also shared by both 
t11e channels which explains the in-phase oscillations between 
die channels. Thus the subcooled conditions are restored in the 
cliannels as in geysering as shown in Figure 6. This cycling 
would continue until the mount  of subcooling in the upper 
pleiiumlriser is i d i c i e n t  to maintain the condensation rates 
iliat cause the oscillations. However, due to the uniform 
symmetry of the channels in the test section. out-of-phase 
;iscillations between the channels did not occur as was observed 
in tlic Aritomi's experiment. The out-of-phase behavior \vas not 
cspected in the &ulation since the model configuration is 
quivalcnt to a single channel model configuration and no 
:+metric heating was introduced to either of heated channels. 
'Iliis is illustrated by the equal tlow distributions in each Channel 
:IS shown in Figure 5. 

'The results for the asymmetrically heated 'case are 
,li>Tlayed in Figures 7-9. Again, oscillatory behavior is seen in 

the channels for the flow wd void fraction. As seen in Figurcs 
7 through 9. the channcl 1 inlet tlow oscillates with a period of 
approximately 6.0 seconds. or a frcquency ofO. 16 Ht This is 
slightly higher than the previous case of symmetric power 
distribution behveen the channtls. In addition. the inlct flows fir 
channels I and 2 undergo oscillations which m out-of-phase by 
180 degrees. Figure 8 shows the total core inlet flow oscillation 
with a period of 3 seconds or a frequency of approximately 0.33 
Hz. This indicates the frequency of the natural circulation 
oscillation to be twice the flow oscillation in each channel. 
Similarly, out-of-phase behavior is observed for two channels for 
exit flows as shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows that the core 
average void fi-action to approach a limit cycle with a masimum 
of approximately 0.15. This is sligh\ly lower than the 
symmetrically heated case due to the out-of-phase oscillations 
between the channels. 

Analyzing the calculation results, we observe that the out- 
of-phase oscillations with a phase difference of 180 dcgecs 
behveen two channels and circulation loop oscillation frequency 
of twice that of the flow oscillation in each channel are the 
features of geysering or condensation-induced instability of two 
parallel channel tests. However, geysering experiments also 
observed out-of-phase flow reversal in the channels which was 
not predicted by the code. As noted earlier, condensation is 
taking place in the channel exits, however. the rate is not large 
enough to induce flow reversal in either of the channels. The 
out-of-phase oscillation and rcversc flow will occur if the 
evaporation and subsequent condensation rate in a channel, is 
greater than the overall loop flow rate of the system. The 
condensation rates in each ofthe individual channels are small 
due to the low esit cell subcooling. This is the result c i f  the 
relatively small thermal mass in the channel exit cell comparcd 
to the riser inlet ccll. Thus tlie liquid temperature increases at a 
greater rate in the channel esit cell than in the riser inlet cell 
lcading to relatively higher subcooling in the riser inlet cell. As 
a result, the condensation rate in the riscr inlet ccll is much 
greater than the channel esit cell. However. as the channel esit 
cells share the same riser inlct ccll, both channels would 
e.\perience the same eRect of large Condensation rate occurring 
in the riser. Furthermore. as the predicted localized 
condensation rates in the channel esit cells did not esceed the 
overall loop circulation rate, the code did not predict out-ol= 
phase Bow reversal in cither of the channels. 

A modification to die RAMONA-4B is rcquircd to allow 
the condensation ofvapor to take place locally at tlie channel esit 
and not in the upper plenum where the condensation effect is fclt 
by both channels. These modifications to the code are discussed 
in the nest section. Furthemiore, the vapor gencration and 
condensntion rates were also increased to achieve flow revcrsal. 

5.1 Modiliaitions to RAMONA-IB Codc 

In this section, tllree sensitivity calculations are presented. 
These calculations include cither changc to tlic coda or to thc 
input description. In the first calculation the channel csit cclls 



wx edxgcd. In the second calculation the effect o fchmccd  
vapclr C,enmtiOn was tested. 
coml.rined & k t  of the first two changes were assessed. 

first modification recommended is to partition the 
riser inlct cell between the two channels. This will have the 
e l k t  of increasing the thermal mass in each channel's exit cell. 
A s  a result, the rate of temperature rise is reduced and the large 
subcooling condition. required for large condensation rates, is 
maintaiaed. The condensation would then become localized to 
c x h  channel with the possibility of reveke flow occurring due 
[ t i  h e  condensation rate being greater than the overall loop flow 
rate in the system. Figure 10 depicts the modification to the 
ndalization The cross-sectional areas of channel esit cells are 
cillxgd to one-half the riser inlet cell cross-sectional area. This 
modification enlarges the exit cell volumes suficiently to 
produce only a small increase in the temperature in the exit cells, 
ihcrchy, maintaining the large subcooling. necessary for 
conllensation-induced geysering instability. No heating takes 
place in these enlarged exit cells and the overall system geometry 
has been revised so as to be the equivalent to the base case 
s!stem geometry that was simulated earlier. 

The results are shown in Figures 1 1 through 14. When 
ccmpared to the base case of the current version of RAMONA- 
-IB (Figures 7-9), the outcomes are surprisingly similar. 
Condensation rates shown in Figure 14 are not large enough to 
induce flow rev&. in either channel. Figure 13 shows that the 
core average void &action, after the initial startup time of 30 
stxonds, stahilizes to a limit cycle peak value of approximately 
I). 15. The limit cycle peak value of the core average void 
l i d o n  is comparable to the previous case shown in Figure 9. 
'Ilie channel void h c t i q  couId,not he compared with Aritomi's 
tcst as the void fraction was not measured. 

In the second modification, the hulk vapor generation 
model in the current version of RAMONA-4B was modified to 
increase the core average void fraction. The remaining model is 
die same as the base case, with no enlargement of the exit cells. 
As stated earlier. the vapor generation model in the code is an 
ciiipirical model based on experimental test data at high pressure 
conditions. The validity of the curve-fit model for vapor 
pieration needs to be ascertained for low-power, low-pressure 
stairup conditions For this sensitivity simulation, the coetlicient 
C,, in bulk vapor generation term was increased fiom 5.0 E6 
W/(rnA3-C) to 5.0 E7 W/(mA3-C) (see Appendix A. Eq. 10). 
Figues 15 through 18 represent the results ofthis modilication 
to thc vapor generation. As seen in these figures, the results are 
cssentially the same as the base case for the current version of 
IWvlONA4B. The limit cycle peak value of the core average 
void hction is approximately 0.15 as shown in Figure 17. This 
is esscntidly the same results as the base case which did not 
incorporate the enhanced vapor generation model. The 
tli tl'ercnce is in the initial thirty seconds of the transient where 
chaotic hehavior appears. This can he esplained as follows: 
large voids are generated in the channel due to low flow 
conditions and power step-change increasc at the start of h e  
transient. These void fractions (Figure 17) are larger than the 

In the third calculation 
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RAMONA-4B base case void fractions (Figure 9) due to lhc 
vapor generation model enh.mcement. Because of initial lo\\. 
flow conditions in the charuicl. the subcooled liquid region is 
near the channel entrance. The large voids producc thc 
buoyancy that drives the natural circulation of Uie system. There 
is a lag betwren power and !low due to die llow inertia of lht: 
system. The chaotic behavior is observed due to the loop tlo\v 
adjusting to the specified power input with the buoyancy and 
flow inertia acting against one another. Once the overall loop 
flow hzs risen to match the power input, the system settles down 
to the orderly oscillatory behavior seen in the transient after t=30 
seconds. As loop flow increases with time, the subcooled liquid 
region in the channel rises in the channel. The voids generated 
in the channel decrease in time towards n limit value as a result. 
This is illustrated in Figuc 17. Thcrcfore, the only consequonce 
the vapor generation model enhancement has in the base case 
RAMONA-IB simulation is the initiation of chaotic behavior at 
the beginning of tlie transient. Table 111 highlidits the 
condensation rates in the individual channel exit cells and die 
riser inlet cell for the &hanccd vapor generation model utilizing 
the current version of RAMONA-JB. As noted before, because 
the esit cell volumes are small when compared to the riser inlct 
computational cell. the rate of temperature rise in these cells is 
greater than that in the riser ccll. Tht.rcfore, h e  subcooling is 
relatively larger in thc riser cell, which leads to larger 
condensation taking place at that location. Table I11 shows the 
condensation rate in riser inlet cell to he much greatcr than the 
condensation occurring in channel esit cells. Thus thc 
condensation-induced ctl'ccts are not localized to each channel. 
Rather. the void collapse in riser inlet cell is seen by both 
channels and flow reversal can not occiir in either ch:innel. 
However, the out-of-phase oscillations with a phase ditTereiicc 
of 180 degrefs. and die natural ckculation frequency of twice tlic 
fiow oscillation in either channel. were maintained. 

In the third scnsitivity calculation, the idcntical 
modification to the vapor generation model is made to the 
modified RAMONA4B code with the enlarged chnnncl esit 
cells as descrihed for the first calculation. the resulls arc 
strikingly ditrerent. Figure 13 displays the incrcased mngiiitudr: 
in amplitude to Lhe channel inlet f l o t ~  and cshibits the total corc 
inlet flow rate. In addition, here  are out-of-phase !low revcrsnls 
in both channels which is a characteristic of the geysenng or 
condensation-induced instability. Figure 70 displays the total 
core inlet flowrate. 

The esit mass flow rate also esperienccs ilow rcvcrsiil ;is 
illustrated in Figure 2 1. This was also observed in Aritomi's 
tests ( I  990, 1992). The frequency of oscillatory core Ilow is 
hvice that ofthe flow oscillation in each channel. The limit cycle 
peak value core average void fraction is approsimatcly 0.35 :is 
shown in Figure 32. This is substantially higher than any of tlic 
previous calculations. This can he attrihuted to the tlo\v 
reversals occumng in cithcr channcl during thc transient. LOW 
velocities are encountered in the cliannel when switching from 
normal llow to reverse llow and vice-versa. As a rcsiilt, more 
voids are .generated in the channel bmausc the channel 



suhcooling region moves towards the inlet due to the low inlet 
velocities. Con-sequently, the two-phase region in the channcl is 
iiicreased. The channel exit cell condensation rates are shown 
in Figure 23. Here, the condensation rates are much larger than 
iii previous simulations and are larger enough to cause flow 
rcversal in the channels. In addition, note, the out-of-phase 
condensation oscillations behveen the channels. Figure ‘,A 
rcpresents the individual channel liquid inlet velocities which 
display the same oscillatory behavior as the channel inlet flow 
rates. Table IV indicates the condensation rates occurring at 
cirious times in the channel exit cells and the ‘‘split riser’’ inlet 
cells. The largest condensation rates occur in the “split riser’’ 
inlet cells which essentially localizes the effect to each channcl. 
Iliia, the three stated features of the geysering or condcnsation- 
iiiduced instability are predicted in this modified version of 
IWvlONA-4B with the “split riser’’ change and the enhanced 
vapor generation model. 

It is interesting to observe the magnitude ofthe fonvard 
llows being approximately four times that of the reversed llows. 
This is because at the instant of flow reversal. the reversed flow 
is resisted by the downcomer pressure head at the same time 
flow is being heated in the heater region of the channels. 
Therefore, the buoyancy force generated against the reversed 
flow direction was reduced. 

Table V is a summw of the results of each simulation 
using the current version of RAMONAdB and the version 
incorporating the “split riser‘‘ modification. 

3.2 Comparison With Expcrimcntal Data 

As seen earlier,-Figute 3 shows Aritonii’s esperiiiiental 
data ( I  992, 1993). Displayeh are the individual channel inlet 
llow velocities, total core inlet flow velocity, and pressure drop. 
These graphs show the essential characteristics of geysering; 
catsf-phase oscillations with a phase difference of 180 degrees 
hctween the channels, flow reversal in each channel, and the 
natural circulation frequency being twice that of the tlow 
oscillations in each channel. In Aritomi’s experimental data. the 
peak inlet velocity reaches approximately 0.70 mlsec. The 
pcriod of these oscillations is 6 seconds which corresponds to a 
hquency of 0.16 Hz. The total core inlet velocity time period 
is 3 seconds with thc frequency being 0.33 Hz or twice that of 
the individual channel flows. Comparing with the results from 
tlie modified RAMONA-4B with “split riser‘’ and enhanced 
vapor generation model change, the periods or frequencies were 
Ibund to be almost identical. However, the magnitude of the 
predicted channel inlet .velocities (Figure 23) were almost three 
times that observed in Aritomi’s test as shown in Figure 3. The 
possible reason for this discrepancy is that the enhanced vapor 
generation model overpredicts the vapor generation in the 
hritomi’s e.uperiment. However, the objective of this study was 
to assess the capability ofthe code to predict this instability. 

A breakdown of what is happening during each flow 
oscillation is described here. Sections of Figures 2 I through 24, 
which represent channel 1’s exit mass flow rate, core average 

void tiaction. liquid inlet velocity. and exit condensation rate. 
respectively. have heen presentcd in Figure 25. which will he 
used to explain events in the condensation-induced oscillation. 
The time period between 53 and 65 seconds is investigatcd !‘or 
this chain offlow events. At approximately 59 seconds. large 
voids are generated in the c h m e l  as seen in Figure 25(d) wilh 
pe& void amplitude occurring at ahout GO seconds. When voids 
are tirSt generated in the channel, flow reversal takes placc at the 
c h m e l  inlet as depicted in Figure 25@) due to the sudden vapor 
volumetric expansion in the heated portion of the channel. At 
the same time. Figure 25(a) shows the flow at the channel exit 
has also increased due to the volumetric expansion of the vapor 
in the channel. Large void fractions which formed earlier in the 
channel are now being condensed in the channcl esit. Figure 
25(c) displays the increase in condensation rate at the channel 
exit due to the increase in channel vapor generation. Peak 
channel esit Condensation coincides with pcak channel void 
hction as shown rqitxtively in Figures 25(c) and 2S(d). M e r  
t =60 seconds. the void tiaction in the channel decreases duc to 
the increase in subcooled inlet flow. However, due to flow 
inertia, the peak amplitude of the channel inlet flow in Figcre 
25(b) does not occur until approximately 60.5 seconds, a onc- 
half second lag. In addition. at this time, the Ixgc voids 
generated in the channel have moved up to the exit and 
condensed there as shown in Figure 25(c). The channel inlet 
flow then begins to decrease due to the decreased buoyancy in 
the channel as the subcooling condition is restored as s h o w  in 
Figure 25(e). At the same time. vapor is hcing generated in 
channel 2 as illustrated in Figure 75(0 at approsimatcly t = 62 
seconds. Therefore. the vapor gcneration is out-of-phasc 
behvccn the channels. The espulsion of liquid or Ilow rcvcrsd 
at the inlet of channel 2 due to vapor generation causcs a 
temporary increase or flow ”spike” in charnel 1 as shown in 
F iyre  25@) at t = 62 seconds. However, after this flow “spike”. 
the channel I inlet flow continues decreasing due to the 
decreasing buoyancy in the channel. Peak amplitude of void 
Eaction in channel 2 occurs at approsimatcly t = 63 scconds as 
noted in Figure 250 .  In addition. peak condensation at channcl 
2 exit occurs at this time. Because of this large condensation 
taking place at channcl 3’s eSit. klOW rC\*crsd occurs at channel 
1’s inlet This is due to the condensation rate being greater than 
the natural circulation rate ofthe histem. After t = 63 seconds 
when flow reversal occurred in chi1nI1el 1, the inlet flow hcgins 
to increase again due to the subcooled liquid being heated in the 
channel. Thesubcooled condition in chaiinel2 is restored at t = 
64  seconds. At approsimately t = 65 seconds the oscillatory 
flow cycle is repeated again as flow reversal occurs at channel 
1’s inlet due to the sudden generation of vapor in the channel. 
The flow cycle history is identical for channel 2. Figure 26 
depicts graphically the set of events described above occiin-ing 
for c h m e l  1’s inlet flow. 

6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

RAMONA-4B code was able to simulate out-of-phase 



1 

twillations characteristic of the geysering or condensation 
iiducrd instahility. However. flow reversal in either c11annt.l 
c:tiinot be predicted in the current version of RAMONA--IB. 
Ilic moditication to FL4MONA4B incorporating a “split riser“ 
:~llows the code to qualitatively simulate flow reversals in either 
c h m e i  and out-of-phase oscillations which are features of this 
d i m a l  hydnulic instability. However, it must be noted that the 
Iwlk vapor generation model required revision to achieve the 
llow reversals. By adjusting one of the empirical coefficients. 
the bulk vapor generation was increased in the channel which 
iiitluenced the geysering instahility. The amplitude of the 
calculated oscillations were greater than the experimental ones 
by a factor of three. This implies that the vapor generation was 
ciihmced more than needed. The quantitative compan’son 
bctween the experimental data and these computational runs 
indicates the bulk vapor generation model needs hmlier 
iinprovement. As stated earlier, the vapor generation model is 
;in empirical model based on experimental test data where the 
hystem pressures were considerably higher than the low-pressure 
conditions that OCCUT during startup. The validity of the curve-fit 
iiiodel for vapor generation needs to be ascertained for low- 
power, low-pressure startup conditions. 
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7.11 APPENDIX A 

RAhIONA-IB Thermal Hydraulic Governing Equations 

V:ipor M:iss Balance Equatinn 

where the a, p,jg and j large void fiaction. density, and volumetric fluxes of vapor an, .+id, respectively. Since the vapor r ~ s e  is 
miuiied to be saturated, Equation 1 can provide void fraction directly. The right hand terms in Equations 1 and 2 represent the net 
wpor generation from wall heat transfer and in the bulk. Constitutive relations are used to account for these terms. During normal 
operation subcooled boiling occurs in the lower part of the core, while nucleate pool boiling prevails over the entire height ofthe rod 
bundle. Post CHF heat transfer is of importance only in the case of dryout. Appropriate models for wall heat transfer are selected 
by h e  thennal hydraulics model in response to the heat input from the neutronics calculations. Volumetric Iluxes of vapor and liquid 
ue given by: 

? 
j g  = aFg and i; = (1 -a)Fl 

Espanrling the left hand sides of Equations 1 and 2. and adding them. the divergence of misture volumetric flux is obtained: 

wilere j, = jg+ j,, and D/Dt represents convective derivative for phases I = g or L The first term on the right hand side corresponds 
to the total change in volume associated with generation of vapor. The terms withiin the square brackets account for the 
compressibilities of the vapor and liquid phase, respectively. Since the vapor is assumed to be at a saturated state at all times. the 
vapor compressibility term is a function of the pressure only. Therefore, this is represented by the equations of state and the variation 
of pressure. On the other hand, the liquid phase can be subcooled, saturated or superheated, hence the density is dependent 011 the 
specific internal energy and the system pressure. Espanding the second term on the right hand side of Equation 3 and using the 
equations of state, a governing equation for pressure variation can he obtained. The calculated pressure represents the average system 
pressure of the reactor pressure vessel. 

Svstcm Pressure Equation 
In RAMONA4B, an ordinruy differential equation for a single pressure is generated by integrating this pressure equation uvcr the 

volume of the entire reactor pressure vessel: 

Vie numaator of Equation 4 is tlie sum of the volumetric flow rates of the fluids crossing the boundary of region of integration. which 
is die surface of the reactor pressure vessel, such as, feed water flow, condensate return from isolation condensers, the poison boron 



scrliition h m  the standhy liquid cooling system, steam flow, and steam tlow into the isolation condensers. The other ferns rclalc 10 

v q w  gcnmtion and thermal eq-mrtsion in the core. Tlie denominator of Equation 4 represents the compressihilitics of the two pllascs 
\vitIiui die entire pressure vessel. Integration ofthis equation provides the instantaneous pressure wilhm thc reactor prcssurc vessel 
(RPV). Thermophysical properties ofthe two phases are calculated with this pressure. This procedure of decoupling the pressure 
to an independent form significantly improves the computational efficiency of RAMONA-JB. Nest. we discuss h e  monientum 
balance in the W V .  

Mixture Momentum Balance Eountinn 

Misturc M a s s  Flux 

hlixturc Dcnsitv 

I 

In RAMONA-4B. closed loop or contour momentum equations for each ofthe thermal hydraulic channels is derived hy intcgating 
Equation 5 over closed flow Imps. Therefore, the mass flux G,,, is solved for each hydraulic channel. Iterations are performed on thc 
sum of the mass fluxes of these channels for the total pressure drop from core inlet through upper plenum and riscr of the prcsstirc 
vessel. Constitutive Telatihs for single phase friction factor, f. and two phase multiplier. ‘p, , are used to sol\.c: t l l ~  closed loup 
momentum equation. 

Mixture Encrgv Balance Eountinn 

In this equation. the first term on the right hand ide is the wall heat transfer and the second is the direct heating or’ the liquid due to 
gamma ray attenuation and neutrons slowing down. In this equation A, u. and h represent the cross-sectional h v  area for hcnt 
hmskr, phasic internal energy and enthalpy, respectively. Since the vapor is assumed to be in a saturated state, once the ~~rcsssurc, 
void fraction and the right hand terns are known, this equation is used to calculate the noncquilibrium internal energy o f h c  liquid 
only. Consequently the temperature of the liquid is obtained. 

‘ 

Constitutive Relations for Thermal Hydraulic Models 

31.. (1984) and Rohatgi. et al.. (1 994). The following principal models and correlations are required: 
A detailed description of the constitutive relations for convective heat transfer from the wall to the liquid is given by Wulff. ct 

Wall Heat Transfer 
Flow Dependent Loss Coefficients 
Drift Flux Model 

Non Equilibriuh Vapor Generation and Condensation . 
Single and Two Phase Wall Friction 



Vapor Generation sad Condensation Model 
VlrpcrgcoaatiOaandCXX&lWl 'cn modcl is b r i d y  described here. The . U M O N A 4 B  code is designed to account for thermal 

noncquilibrium to tbe extent that the liquid phase in the twephasc mixture is allowed to be subcooled, saturated, or superheated while 
the vapor phase is restricted to saturation conditions. The temperatun of the liquid in the two-phase mixture is entirely dictatcd by 
the calculation for the noncquilibrium vapor generation rate. The vapor generation rate has a suong and dirtct impact on the 
predictions of vapor voids and, therefore, on reactivity feedback and power generation. 

The vapor generation model in RAMONA-JB is an empirical correlation that is based on FRIGG tests. The current constants 
of h e  vapor generation in the code were obtainied from experimental data in earlier versions of RAMONA with slip model. The vapor 
generation rate is computed in two parts: 

r, = r, + rpc (9) 

The tirst part accounts for evaporation due to heat transfer tiom the wall to the liquid phase. The second part accounts for mass 
transfer (evaporation or condensation) due to heat transfer henveen the phases. The interfacial m a s  transfer. represented by the 
second term on the right-hand side of the above equation, is: 

where a. C, and t, arc the void fraction. saturation tcmpaature. latent heat of vaporization and the liquid temperature. respectively. 
The piuamctm C,,, Cllr and C,, are user-specified values h r n  e~perimental test data The equation above produces condensation 
when liquid kqcrabm is less thyl saturation temperature and evaporation otherwise. The parameter C,, is a value between 0 and 
I and measures the retardation or  lagging between evaporation and condensation. AS a( 1 -a) is proportional to the interfacial arc3 
density. the p ~ ~ a m a n  C,, can control the interfacial mas transfer rate due to interfacial h a t  t r d k r .  The parameter C,, prescribes 
the onset of boiling.. As mentioned before, the mass transfer equation above is not a mechanistic model. There exists no universal 
set ofpllnmans that can rrprtsent all possible conditions in a BWR reactor core ( W u E  1984). The three parametm C,,, CI1. and 
C,, have, d can be expected. to provide the empin'cal quation sufficient ku iom of adjustment to fit any steacl~-stak expehenta l  
dah The model performs I s s  reliably during p m e  fluctuations such as experienced in flashing and recondensing (Wulff. 1983). 
The model produces unreqlistically high liquid superheating under steady-state boiling at high void fractions. It is not possible to 
produce equilibrium .ph&.change under conditions. such as adiabatic flow with pressure oscillations of low frequency. where 
equilibrium conditions have been observed (Wulff, 1984). The &et of increasing the C,, parameter by a factor of ten is shown below 
below in Figure Al .  The result is a uniform increase for a11 void fractions. 

Interfaclal Mass Transfer Coefflclents 

.. -. .- - -- ... . 

I 
020 0.- 0.w 0.w 1.00 0.- 

0.09 
LLTA 

Fig. A1 . Bulk Vapor Generation CoeEcients 



RAMONA-4B can he used for non-reactor applications such as simulation of thermal hydraulic esperiments conducted in 
facilities with electrically heated test sections. In these applications. power applied to the test section is specified as nn input. The 
t u t  hlciliv to he simulated should include a dowmiconicr. lower plenum, core, riser, and a steam dome. The reactor vessel is always 
represented by seven components. The list of components starting from the upper part ofthe downcomer region is listed as: 

I .  Downcomer 1 
2. Downcomer 2 
3. LowerPlenum 1 
4. Lower Plenum 2 
5. Core 
6. Riser 
7. SteamDome 

All the above components are one-dimensional: the Core component consists of a number of parallel channels. specified as an input 
hy the user, connecting the Lower Plenum 2 and the Riser. The Riser component consists of the combination of upper plenum. 
chinney. and steam separator regions. Downcomer 1 is followed by Downcomer 2 which represents the inner region of the jct piimps 
gwnirtrically (WuKF. 1984). With the exception of the Lower Plenum 1, all vessel components are vertical and with constant HOW 
areas. However, the flow areas for all components are different. 

;. .. 

- *. 
._a,. I t-- . .. 



TABLE I 

, : 

;: ..  4.00 - ‘1 ._. 

.. . . -  
. .  . . .  . . .  . 

, .  : _ I  

., , 
I ,  

19.00 

, .  

RAMONA-4B Input Deck for Aritomi’s Experiment 

Clinnnd 1 Evit (k=71) 

CJinnnel2 Exit (k=72) 

Riser, Inlet (k=74) 

Riser (k= 75) 

CJinnncl 1 Evit (k=71) 

CJinnnd 2 E d  (k=72) 

Riser, Inlet (k= 74) 

Riser (k= 75) 

~~ 

Component Downcorner 1 Downcorner 2 Lower 
Plenum 1 

1.3 10 

Flow Area (m2) 0.00073 0.00073 0.00 1 1 

.0283 -0283 .0283 Hydraulic 
Diameter (rn) 

TABLE I1 

Lower 1 Core 1 Riser I Dome 
Plenum 2 

3 1 2 4 1 5 1 1  

1.165 I 1.670 I 1.495 1 0.600 
~ ~~~~ 

0.2620 

&MONA-4B 2 PARALLEL CHANNEL MODEL II -- SYfiIiklETRIC PO WER DISTRIBUTION 

Cell Number 
. .  . .  

- . ...*. : .. -- . . .- .-... 

EvnporntiodCon rlensntion 
.Rnte . 

0.465IE- IO 

0.4631 E- I O  

-0.1334E-02 

-0.126 I E-0 7 

0.2256E-05 

0.2256E-OR 

-0.1739E-03 

-0. I454E- 1.5 



, 

Channel I Exit (7F71) 

Channel 2 Exit (7~72)  

Riser, Inlet (7F74) 

Riser, Inlet (7~75)  

TABLE I11 

0. I I63E-0 7 

0.314IE-13 

-0.2509 E-03 

-0.802SE-48 

ASEWMETRIC POWER DISTHBUTION 
ENHANCED VAPOR-GENEM TION MODEL 

1 

Cell Number EvaporatiodCondensation 
Rate (A) 

m 'see 

Channel I Exit (h=7I) 

Channel 2 Exit ( k72)  

Riser, Inlet ( k74)  

Riser, Inlet (7~75)  

W l O N A - 4 B  2 PARALLEL C M E L  MODEL 

Time (sec) 

4.00 

62.00 

0. I456E-05 

0.3236E-04 

-0. I S  71 E-02 

-0. IO66E-07 

:. ,. TABLE IV 

Time (sec) 

4.00 

19.00 

ASYMMETRTC POWER DISTRIBUTION 
RAMONA-4B 2 PARALLEL C M N E L  lW0DEL 

ENHANCED VAPOR-( 

Cell Number 

Channel I Ekit e 6 9 )  

Channel 2 Exit e 7 0 )  

Riser Inlet I (7~71)  

Riser Inlet 2 (1~72') 

Riser P 7 4 )  

Channel I Exit (k71)  

Channel 2 Exit (7~72)  

ENEMTION MODEL 

EvaporatiodCondeiisation 
Rate (kg, 

m 3sec 

0.89I6E-II 

0.425OE-I1 

-0.75OOE-03 

-0.675lE-03 

-0.5009E-08 
~ ~~ 

0.3479E-07 

-0.3834E-12 



Fig. 1. Aritomi's experimental apparatus. 

Fig. 2. Test section with heated parallel channels. 
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Fig. 3. Geysering instability @om Aritomi ( 1993)). 
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Parallel Channel Nodajization Schematic For 
RAMONA Thermal Hydraulics Calculations 
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Fig. 4. UVONAJB nodalization scheme. 



U O N A 4 B  ANALYSIS CEYSERINC TRANSIEhT 
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Fig. 5. Channel I. channel 2, and total core inlet 
mass flowrate. 
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Fig. -. Channel 1. channel 2, and total core inlet 
mass flowrate. 
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Fig. 6. Core average void h a i o n .  

RXHONA4B rlNALYSIS: Gl3SERIXC TRtVSIENT 
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Fig. 10. Current and modified versions of rWlMONA4B cell indexing. 



W O N A 4 B  ANALYSIS: CEYSERINC TRMSIENT 
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Fig. 11. Channel 1. channel 2, and total core inlet 
mass flowrate. 
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Fig. 2: Core average void h c t i o n  

RXUONA4B LYUYSIS: CEYSERNC TRANSIENT 

Fig. 12. Channel 1 and channeI 2 exit mass flowrate. 
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WUONAQB ANALYSIS: CEYSERINC TEMNSIEYT 
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Fig. 15. Channel 1, channel 2, and total core inlet 
mas flowrate. 
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Fig. 16. Channel 1 and chaMei 2 exit mass flowratc. 

Fig. 18. Channel 1 and channel 1 exit condensation rare 
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RW(ONA4B ILUXLYSIS: GEYSERING TRCVSIEXT RcLHONAQB AUXLYSIS: GEYSERING TRtySIENT 

Fig. 19. Channel I and channel 2 inlet mass flowrates. Fig. 20. Total core inlet mass flowrate. 
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Fig. 21. Channel 1 and channel 2 exit mass flowrates. 
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RkVOSA4B AXALYSIS: GEYSERISG TIUSSIENT 
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Fig. 22. Core average void h a i o n .  
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Fig. 23. Channel 1 and channel 2 exit c o n d k t i o n  rates. 

RXHONA4B AVALYSIS: GEYSERMG TRXVSIE3T 
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Fig. 24. Channel 1 and channel 2 inlet liquid velocities. 
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Fig. 25. Modified RAMONMB with enhanced vapor generation model. - - 
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RAMONA4B ANALYSIS: GEYSERING TRANSIENT 
TWO PARALLEL CHANNELS - ASYMMETRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION 
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Fig. 25. Modified RAMONA4B with enhanced vapor generation model (Conr'd). 
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Flow reversal due to sudden vapor gcsrnciom i. chnnel  1. 

Condeasation of large bubbles at c h n d  I exit outlet produm m e  in-e cbannd 
now. Pcakvdocity amplitnde reached after initistion of snbcwling ratontion in b d  
1 due to flow i n c h  Flow begins to decrease tfimrftcr as the ~ u b c w l c d  condition h bchg 
restored. 

3. Momentary flow "spike" dne to flow rcvcrsd at inlet in channd 2 from inddcn vapor 
gencn$on in that ChaMd. Flow continues decreasing afterwards. 

Condensation of large bubbles at exit of other parallel ChaMet channel 2. causes Uow 
reversal in this channeL channel 1. This h due to the exit condensation rate being greater 
than the overall natural circulation mte of the system. Flow then begins to increase 
subsequently due to bouyany effects o f  the Eqnid heated io the channel. Cydc is repeated. 
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Fig. 76. Channel I inlet velocity &om t = 59 to t = 65 seconds. 
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